
FACE TO FACE 
INSPIRATIONAL WORKSHOP



At living on purpose, we have a proven track record of helping many thousands of

people discover their true purpose. Through our 750+ speeches, breakthrough

programmes and extraordinary experiences, we have guided individuals on how to

meet their biggest challenges and live life with confidence, clarity and courage. 

“You only have one life. Therefore, it must be extraordinary.”  

I'm thrilled to invite you to an exclusive all day workshop with extraordinary  

people in an extraordinary place for an extraordinary experience:

Unlock your true intention and purpose.

Gain clarity and courage to live your dreams.

Boost your confidence and live a life full of purpose.

Learn how to integrate mindfulness, movement, and meditation into your daily

routine.

Is there a piece of you that knows you are powerful beyond measure and not yet

delivering your full potential? 

To support  you to live a happier, more confident, more courageous life, we

created the 'Living on Purpose' workshops, This full day from 9-5pm focuses on

deepening your passion and inspiration within you.

Set in the beautiful Brick House, with access to the stunning gardens of Ramster

Hall we will spend the day exploring our internal world as well as appreciating the

beautiful world around us.  You will come away full of purpose, joy, clarity and

meaningful connections.

To your success,

LIVING ON PURPOSE WORKSHOP

Craig Goldblatt

livingonpurpose.global

http://livingonpurpose.global/


Inspirational workshop
With an intimate 12-16 in the room, we will crystallise our
Intention and Purpose. This will help you to; find more clarity
in your life, become more courageous to live your dreams,
have more confidence and to live a life full of purpose.

THE VALUE OF
THE DAY:

Delicious refreshments
A selection of organic snacks and refreshments to keep you
going through the day.

Please bring your own lunch, or use the lovely tearooms.

Stimulating environment and movement
During the day we will encourage you to stretch your legs in
tand around the beautiful grounds. Ramster Garden is
famous for its stunning spring colour, with over 25 acres of
peaceful woodland, views of lakes and hillsides, filled with
colour and interest. 

Visualisation and meditation
A meditation and guided visualisation to bring us to a
powerful space for our inspiring day. This is a great way to
have real clarity of thought to support our growth. 



Our Intention: Our deepest Value
All great leaders have an emotional driver for their cause.

Martin Luther King had a deep intention of freedom for his

people and we believe this sat behind every decision and

behaviour he delivered. 

It benefits us enormously to know what these drivers are in

order to inspire ourselves, our clients and all others to take a

certain action.

Purpose: Our reason for living and working
In order to be truly motivated we need to understand that

there are core elements that human beings want; 

- to experience our deepest feelings

- to feel a strong sense of security, excitement, self-worth,                   

connection and growth 

- to give to others. 

Identity: Who we are at our best 
At a level of identity, we are incredibly complex. We use

labels to describe ourselves and, even though language

cannot truly encompass all that we are, it is an extremely

powerful guide. 

If we were to ask the people who know us best, what would

they say are our greatest qualities? Knowing our true sense of

self has so many benefits, most of all it creates a real value of

trust in all who surround us.

Values and Beliefs: What is most important to us?
Our core values, such as Trust, Honesty, Integrity, Compassion

and Health, form the foundations for our emotional compass.

They allow us to make the right decisions for ourselves and

others. When we recognise what values are crucial for us it

supports a strength to make decisions, carry them through

and attract the right clients who share these qualities.

Understanding and living our values at the highest level

through introspection is very powerful to discover if we are

showcasing ourselves in an authentic way.

HOW YOU LEARN & GROW
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INFORMATION

Early bird: £355+ VAT (until 30 days before) 

Standard:  £405+VAT

FEE:

PAYMENT: Pay online  or scan the QR code below

Craig Goldblatt

I am really excited to see you and to support you to create huge
change and energy in your life.

CONTACT:  craig@craiggoldblatt.com

Petworth Road, Chiddingfold Surrey GU8
4SN (01428) 654167

Nearest station: Guildford or Haslemere 

WHERE:

20th May 2024DATE:

livingonpurpose.global
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HI, I'M CRAIG GOLDBLATT.
In the last 2 decades, I’ve been a sought-after

International Keynote Speaker, Impact Coach

and Trainer to some of the biggest

businesses, charities, nonprofit organizations

and top-performers in the world.

My life purpose is helping you create a

meaningful legacy so we create a better

world together.

I’ve helped incredible organizations like

Microsoft, EasyJet, Carlsberg,  Article 25, The

Diana Award, The Ella Foundation and more

clarify their mission and impact the world.

I also work one-on-one with remarkable

leaders, entrepreneurs, CEOs and individuals

who are hungry to live their true purpose,

contribute deeply and embrace life at the

highest level.

As a traveler, I’ve immersed myself in some of

the most diverse cultures on the planet,

learning lessons in love, courage, compassion

and empowerment.

Now, with an enhanced awareness of

purpose, intention, motivation and human

identity, I bring those lessons with me to the

stage, our workshops, our journeys to the

Amazon and intensive 1:1 coaching.

That means I offer unique tools that are

extremely effective— actionable strategies to

understand yourself deeply, reveal your true

purpose and clarify your vision. 

I look forward to working with you! 

YOUR POTENTIAL IS LIMITLESS!

Team workshops

Coaching

Inspirational
speaking

Amazon journeys
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I cannot stress enough the importance of the work that Craig
Goldblatt is doing. Whatever you do, make it your mission to
experience 'Living on Purpose' - you won't regret it. You will
reflect, think, learn, dig deep and see the world from a
different perspective. Do this for you!  
Debra Brunner, CEO The Together Plan
 
This day with Craig was a powerful self-development day,
enabling space to create new thoughts, inspiration to
implement and the energy to dive into a new paradigm in life
that enhances the way I am already working but has given me
clarity to articulate and love on purpose fully
Penny Power OBE, Founder BIP100Club
 

Everything went so well, Craig was nothing
short of BRILLIANT”                                   

A day to focus on yourself and what you need and want from life. Craig is a
charismatic and knowledgeable speaker and whilst some might think "this kind
of thing is not for them" I would say this is for everyone. No matter who you are,
everyone can benefit from a day in this workshop!  
Luciana Osborne, Senior Vice President BOND Events 
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